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IN FOCUS

SIMPLY THE BEST!

Nobel Prize winners Emeritus Professor Robin Warren and Professor Barry Marshall
with UWA ViceChancellor Professor Alan Robson

UWA Vice-Chancellor, Professor
Alan Robson, consistently praises the
commitment and excellence of UWA’s
researchers and their support staff,
describing them as the University’s
greatest asset – and to illustrate the
point, our academics have recently
collected a swag of international and
national honours.
Top honours go to UWA graduate
and current researcher Professor Barry
Marshall and fellow researcher Emeritus
Professor Robin Warren who jointly won
the 2005 Nobel Prize for Physiology or
Medicine. Congratulations flowed from
across Australia and around the world as
WA’s first Nobel Prize winners toasted a
landmark achievement that underscored
the international excellence of research
being conducted on our campus.
UWA’s Professor Barry Marshall,
who runs a molecular biology laboratory
in the Faculty of Life and Physical
Sciences, and now retired pathologist
E/Professor Robin Warren collaborated
during the early 1980s to dispel a
medical myth.
Prior to their pioneering research
it was thought that stress caused most
stomach ulcers, however the pair proved
that the tiny, previously unidentified
bacterium, Helicobacter pylori, was

the culprit. So significant was this
breakthrough – which involved Professor
Marshall infecting himself to prove the
efficacy of antibiotic treatment for the
‘ulcer bug’ – that the pair had been
nominated for the Nobel Prize on four
occasions. It has been estimated that the
Nobel Prize winning research saves the
Federal Government more than $200
million a year. 1996 Nobel Prize winner
for Physiology or Medicine, Australian
researcher Professor Peter Doherty,
recommended the WA researchers for
the Nobel award.
Professor Marshall, who continues
his outstanding research at this
University, has won many international
honours. After spending time advancing
his research in the United States, he
returned to UWA in 1998 to work
alongside other distinguished UWA
researchers.
“These outstanding researchers
share their expertise with our students
and young researchers, thus ensuring
that medical breakthroughs continue to
benefit Australians and those beyond
our borders,” said Professor Robson.
Dr Paul Skerritt, President of the
Australian Medical Association (WA),
said that this achievement, along with
the work of researchers like Dr Fiona
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Wood (a Clincial Professor with UWA’s
School of Paediatrics and Child Health)
have proved that medical research in
WA is world class.
Professor Peter Leedman, Director
of Research at Royal Perth Hospital
(where the pair conducted their research)
said that the award was a testament
to the fortitude of Professor Marshall
and E/Professor Warren. “They met
with substantial resistance to their novel
concepts before their findings became
widely accepted and subsequently
adopted into routine clinical practice.
This is evidence that Australian research
is innovative and creative, with immense
capacity for translation into healthcare
benefits.”
One education writer speculated that
the win would make UWA an even more
desirable place for international students:
“UWA will rocket up the Shanghai
Jiao Tong world university rankings
which have become the widely accepted
standard for how well a university is
doing against its peers worldwide.”
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FRIENDS IN 2006

The UWA Friends of the
Grounds are planning a lively
program for 2006 – and the
group’s February musical
picnic supper event proved
to be a sell-out. The next
event should also be popular.
Professor Stephen Hopper, our
Graduate Profile in this issue,
will be sharing some of his
extensive knowledge of native
flora during a lecture, The
Use and Potential of Native
Plants, on Tuesday 21 March
in the Fox Lecture Theatre
(Arts Building) at 7.30pm. For
more information about 2006
events or about joining the
UWA Friends of the Grounds,
contact Judith Edwards on
+61 8 6488 8541 or email
judith.edwards@uwa.edu.au
UWA’S ‘AMBASSADORS’

If UWA’s researchers and
teachers are its greatest assets,
its graduates are its greatest
ambassadors. In this issue
we cover the achievements
of several such graduates all
destined for studies abroad
(see Graduates bound for
Oxford) including Rhodes
Scholar Andrew Lodder.
Soon after the announce
ment of Andrew’s award,
UWA’s Vice-Chancellor was
delighted to announce that
Scott Draper (who completed
degrees in Engineering and
Commerce at UWA) had
become an Australia-At-Large
Rhodes Scholar. Professor
Alan Robson said that the
outstanding graduate, who was
the recipient of many prizes,
was a fine ambassador for
Australia – “and importantly,
our education system”.
Another graduate bound
for Oxford University is Hsien
Chan, a 24-year-old graduate
of Medicine who hopes to
increase our knowledge of
asthma management. Hsien
was one of two UWA graduates
who won a General Sir John
Monash Award, Australia’s

THANKS TO OUR BENEFACTORS

Dr Janet Holmes à Court, Lieutenant General Dr John Sanderson and
Minister for Education and Training Ljiljanna Ravlich.

“We do not have to look far to see that the culture of giving
and supporting others is alive and well within Australian
society,” said UWA Vice-Chancellor Professor Alan Robson
when speaking recently at an occasion that specifically
highlighted this University’s many benefactors.
At the ‘Celebration of Community Spirit’ held in Winthrop
Hall in November, the Vice-Chancellor discounted as a myth
the notion that Australia did not have a philanthropic culture.
He cited UWA as an example of an institution that continued
to benefit hugely and in many ways from “the engagement
and commitment of individuals wishing to willingly give
something back to the community”.
Professor Robson said that since the launch of the
Hackett Foundation seven years ago, UWA had received
more than 15,000 gifts totalling almost $25 million for UWA
projects, with a further $12 million pledged. The University’s
bequest program tracks $45 million promised in estate gifts.
Another $25 million for Australia-wide projects has been
raised internationally.
Professor Robson said that the ‘Celebration of Community
Spirit’ reflected the bold vision of UWA’s founders almost
a century ago – “a vision that has inspired generations
of Western Australians to generously contribute to the
development of the University as an institution of quality
and substance – and one that is achieving international
excellence.”
The event was an appropriate occasion to launch Ride
the Whirlpool, a book of selected speeches by the former
Governor of Western Australia, Lieutenant General Dr John
Sanderson, published by UWA Press. The University has
published the speeches in recognition of the oustanding
contribution Lieutenant General Sanderson has made to the
State, and has established the Governor John Sanderson
Leadership Scholarship, a postgraduate scholarship for
students who show leadership potential.
In keeping with the spirit of the occasion, UWA graduate,
former Pro Chancellor and Deputy Chair of the Hackett
Foundation, Dr Janet Holmes à Court, purchased some 600
copies of the book for distribution in every school library in
WA – a gesture that clearly delighted Minister for Education
and Training Ljiljanna Ravlich and the author.



most prestigious postgraduate
scholarship promoting excellence in learning. Up
to eight awards – enabling
outstanding graduates to study
abroad – are made annually.
The second award winner
was Science and Engineering
graduate Sally Thompson who
will undertake PhD studies at
Duke University in the United
States.
“I am passionate about
making a real difference to the
lives of disadvantaged people,
and in reversing environmental
degradation,” says Sally, who
hopes to work in the area of
water resource management.
“My experiences in Australia,
India and Vietnam have
illustrated how crucial water
management is for the health
of communities and the natural
environment.”
FESTIVAL COMES
TO UWA

Chickenman by Peter Wales

With the UWA Perth
International Arts Festival
well under way, we preview
some of the attractions in this
issue. Many campus venues
are currently accommodating
Festival events, including
Twilight Delights (an evening
of music and gourmet food)
at Winthrop Hall, Barking
Gecko Theatre Company’s
The Feather Surfers in the
Tropical Grove, and CRASH
(and other earthly pleasures)
at the Lawrence Wilson Art
Gallery. This exhibition
of works by Australian and
Western Australian artists
reflects on impossible longing
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and on the narratives created
to accommodate our desires.
The exhibition features works
by Dennis Del Favero, Peter
Wales, Peter Powditch and
John Paul.

GRADUATE WINS CAREER ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

a quixotic blend of art and
science, housed in an awardwinning building. It offers
hands on displays, bushwalks,
astronomy facilities, displays
and a pendulum tower – and
coming up is a cosmology
gallery, the much anticipated
‘leaning tower of Gingin’,
and Zadko telescope (see next
item). The Southern Cross
Cosmos Centre adjacent to
the GDC already boasts the
largest publicly accessible
telescope in Australia.
The Gravity Discovery
Centre, a non-profit public
education
and
tourism
centre, is situated alongside
the Australian International
Gravitational Observatory in
Gingin, north of Perth. For
more information visit the
website: www.gdc.asn.au

UWA graduate Dr Graham Hall
Photo: Andrew Ritchie – Community Newspaper Group

EXPLORING THE FAR
REACHES OF SPACE

EUREKA – WE’GOT IT!

WA’s Premier, Dr Geoff
Gallop, once mused that
science would be the winner
if we could clone UWA’s
David Blair, founder and
co-ordinator of the Gravity
Discovery Centre (GDC) and
researcher extraordinaire.
Professor Blair now has an
international reputation for
his work in seeking to detect
gravity waves, perfecting the
world’s most accurate sapphire
time piece, testing Einstein’s
theory of relativity, to name
but a few of his pioneering
endeavours. Last year – the
Albert Einstein International
Year of Physics – Professor
Blair joined the ranks of
eminent Australian scientists
to receive the prestigious
ANZAAS Medal.
Clearly the judges of the
most recent Eureka Prizes
(awarded annually by the
Australian Museum) were
equally impressed with the
UWA professor. As the nation
appreciates the growing
importance of ‘selling’ science
to students, the Eureka judges
awarded Professor Blair
and co-founder of the GDC
Professor John de Laeter the
Eureka Prize for Promoting
the Understanding of Science.
Professor de Laeter, a UWA
graduate, is an Emeritus
Professor of Physics at Curtin
University of Technology.
“Every culture has asked
questions about life and the
Universe,” said Frank Howarth,
Director of the Australian
Museum. “Blair and de Laeter
are giving the next generation
of explorers the opportunity to
discover the answers in unique
ways.”
The
Eureka
Award
acknowledged the GDC as

Asthma is producing some alarming statistics. The disease
claims the life of one Western Australian every eleven days
and affects one in eight children under 14. It also accounts
for a significant number of emergency department visits and
hospitalisations among children.
UWA graduate Graham Hall, who works with those who
suffer from this and other respiratory diseases at Princess
Margaret Hospital, is conducting innovative research that
could help improve asthma diagnosis in young children.
Last year saw Dr Hall win two major awards. In November,
he received the Early Career Achievement in Science Award
at the 2005 Premier’s Science Awards and earlier in the year,
a WA Department of Health New Independent Researcher
Infrastructure Support Award aimed at keeping outstanding
young researchers in WA while improving the State’s national
and international profile in medical and health research.
The Senior Respiratory Scientist at Princess Margaret
Hospital and Adjunct Senior Lecturer divides his time
between managing the Respiratory Function Laboratory at
Princess Margaret Hospital, lecturing in UWA’s School of
Paediatrics and Child Health, and conducting research aimed
at developing lung function tests for pre-school children. He
completed a PhD in infant lung function measurements at
UWA supervised by Professor Peter Sly.
Dr Hall’s long-term vision is to oversee the successful
translation of his research into clinical practice.
“It would be such a pleasure to see it benefit children
and their families,” says the UWA graduate. “Lung function
tests in younger patients allow important information to be
obtained on the causes or progression of respiratory diseases.
My research is currently focussing on the measurement of
new lung function tests in pre-school children, a previously
under-studied group.”



The purchase of the Zadko
telescope (currently nearing
completion in the United
States) puts UWA on the
threshold of an exciting new
venture that will create a new
profile in robotic astronomy
for Western Australia.
UWA’s Dr David Coward
says the telescope (similar to
the one above) will be a major
tool in helping to unravel the
origins of the Universe’s most
violent explosions – gamma
ray bursts – that herald the
death of stars, the formation
of black holes and the release
of the elusive gravitational
waves that scientists across
the world are trying to detect.
Dr Coward, a Postdoctoral
Fellow in the Australian
Consortium for Interferometric
Gravitational Astronomy in
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UWA’s School of Physics and
project manager of UWA’s
Zadko Telescope Project,
says that local astronomers
will be able to study the first
emissions from these amazing
cosmological events by using
the new Zadko Telescope that
will be commissioned in May.
“This robotic astronomy
project makes WA and UWA
part of an international quest
to understand the origin of
the collapse of stars in distant
galaxies and to participate in
the technology driving this
science,” says Dr Coward.
The Zadko telescope
has been purchased with a
generous donation from Claire
Energy. The Department of
Education and Training
is an industry partner in
the venture, which opens
up a new area of expertise
and training in Western
Australia. The telescope will
be housed in an Australian
designed observatory dome
adjacent to the University’s
Gravity Discovery Centre
at Gingin and the Southern
Cross Cosmos Centre – both
attractive centres of learning
for the school students who
are the scientists of the future.
JUST THE JOB!

Need some help in the office
or at home? Chances are you’ll
find the help you need by
contacting the Dial-a-Student
Job Service at UWA.
The University’s Careers
Centre coordinates a casual
job service for currently
enrolled students and each
year more than 1300 students
register to use the service. An
equivalent number of jobs is
lodged by both companies and
households.
Recent studies indicate
that an increasing proportion
of students need to work
part-time to meet financial
commitments, so jobs gained
through the service provide a
valuable source of income.
Households taking ad-

LOOKING TO AUTUMN

France – making us the envy
of other clubs in Australia. It
also helps us to raise the profile of the sport in schools and
universities.”
If you’d like to know more
about the club visit: www.
uwafencing.com.au
UWA PRIDE IN DIVERSITY  

Professor Stan Kailis

With UWA’s successful Summer School still in progress,
those who run this highly success adult education program
are already looking to the mellow months of autumn – and
more opportunities for lifelong learning.
One of the enticing events in Extension’s autumn program
is A day in the Olive Grove in the company of olive specialist
Professor Stan Kailis.
As Professorial Fellow in UWA’s School of Plant Biology,
Professor Kailis provides leadership and support to the WA
olive industry that he helped to pioneer. Professor Kailis has
long been involved in researching the science that underpins
the successful growing of olives, now a significant local
industry.
The event in April takes place on a Gingin olive farm and
involves a hands-on workshop during which you will harvest
and learn to create table olives.
For details of the full program visit the website: www.
extension.uwa.edu.au or phone 61 8 6488 2433.
vantage of the service are
generally seeking students to
undertake casual labouring,
child minding, gardening
and tutoring work. However,
companies have recognised
the value of engaging students
on a casual basis to undertake
semi-professional and pro
fessional work relevant to
their studies.
Apart from the high level
of skills and personal qualities
that a university student can
bring to this work, it is also an
opportunity for companies to
‘test’ the market and perhaps
identify suitable candidates
for future summer vacation or
graduate opportunities.
Casual or part-time jobs are
easy to register with the Dial-aStudent Job Service either online at www.studentservices.
uwa.edu.au/employers or by
telephoning one of the friendly

staff in Student Services on
+61 8 6488 2258.
STRATEGIC WIN
FOR CLUB

The UWA Fencing Club
has successfully secured a
$60,000 sponsorship from
the engineering consultancy,
Calibre.
Club member Colin Bailey
says that the club is proving
attractive to people from a
range of professions as well as
university and school students.
Coaching sessions take place
on campus and at Shenton
College.
“The nature of fencing – a ‘thinking’ sport that
teaches discipline, coordination and strategy – appealed
to Calibre,” says Colin. “The
company’s support enables us
to retain the services of a fulltime professional coach from



If you were one of the 50,000
motorists who drove down
Stirling Highway last October,
a rainbow coloured flag flying
proudly at UWA may have
caught your attention. The
Rainbow Flag is a sign of
the University’s commitment
to inclusivity and sexual
diversity.
UWA has long recognised
its role in reflecting and
responding to the needs
of a diverse society. When
launching the Rainbow
Project in March 2001, then
Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Alan
Robson, said: “Universities
have a responsibility to
provide leadership in the often
controversial areas of equity,
gender and diversity.
“Diversity among the
UWA campus community
contributes to the richness
of campus life and enriches
the experiences of staff and
students. Universities do not
operate in isolation from the
community. Our diversity is
a reflection of that within
the community and we are
therefore well placed to take a
lead.”
By 2005, 92 per cent
of Fortune 500 companies
offered workplace protection
from discrimination on the
grounds of sexual orientation,
and this protection has been
on offer to UWA staff and
students since 1990.
Building on this strong
policy foundation, UWA
implemented the Rainbow
Project in 2001, closely
followed by the development
of the Ally Network in
2002. The Rainbow Project
identified the key issues while
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the Ally Network aimed to
create an informed and
inclusive work and study
environment. These initiatives
anticipated the incorporation
of gender identity and sexual
orientation into the WA Equal
Opportunity Act in late 2001
and 2002 respectively.
BOOK WINS AWARD

You might think that Emeritus
Professors take life at a more
leisurely pace, but there is
little indication that this is
happening with Emeritus
Professor Don Bradshaw.
The
Senior
Honorary
Research Fellow in UWA’s
School of Animal Biology
recently returned from the
15th International Congress
of Endocrinology in Boston
where both he and his wife,
Honorary Research Associate
Felicity Bradshaw, presented
papers.
Professor
Bradshaw
returned to UWA to news
that his book, Vertebrate

Ecophysiology: An intro
duction to its Principles
and Applications was listed
in August in the New York
Review of Books having won
an Outstanding Academic
Title 2004 (in the Maths
and Science Category) from
Cambridge University Press.
Professor Bradshaw was
appointed to the Chair of
Zoology in 1976 following
the retirement of Professor
Harry Waring. He continued
his predecessor’s passion for
research on the conservation
of our unique native fauna,
particularly marsupials.
His award-winning book
(which also won the Faculty
of Natural and Agricultural
Sciences Best Book Award
last year) summarises much of
his research in the emerging
discipline of ecophysiology
in which animals are studied
in their natural habitats
with minimal disturbance
and stress, rather than in a
laboratory.

1 in 11 Women is at Risk of
Developing Breast Cancer
A screening mammogram
may detect a cancer that
is too small to feel.
If you're over 50,
phone BreastScreen WA

13 20 50
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FROM THE VICE-CHANCELLERY

Building on our strengths

Your University moves into 2006 in a
position of great strength and promise
following a year of outstanding
achievement at international standards
of excellence.
We have begun the New Year with
a University-wide celebration of the
achievements of Nobel Laureates
Professor Barry Marshall and Emeritus
Professor Robin Warren. Several
hundred staff and supporters of the
University joined us in Winthrop Hall
to congratulate the pair on the award
which was announced in October last
year.
Their outstanding record of research
and achievement is a matter for which
all associated with the University can
take great pride.
The Nobel Prize capped off a stellar
year for the University, with our staff,
graduates and students reaffirming
our University as an institution of
international excellence – from the
award of Australian Life Scientist of
the Year to Professor Harvey Millar,
and Physical Scientist of the Year to
UWA graduate Associate Professor
Cameron Kepert (now at the University
of Sydney); to student success such
as the award of an Australia-at-Large
Rhodes Scholarship to Scott Draper
(Engineering/Commerce), the Western
Australia’s Rhodes Scholarship to
Andrew Lodder (Law/Arts), General
Sir John Monash Awards to Sally
Thompson (Engineering) and Hsian
Chan (Medicine), the award of

Australian Young Biomedical Engineer
of the Year to Mechanical Engineering
student Darren Lomman, and the 2005
Cornforth Medal to Gavin Flematti for
the most outstanding PhD thesis in a
branch of chemistry, chemical science
or chemical technology.
Of course, throughout the year there
have been many other accolades for our
staff and students across the full range
of discipline areas, for achievement at
local, national and international levels.
The work of outstanding academics
and dedicated professional staff reflects
the larger purpose of the University to
serve the Australian and wider global
community.
We have also had to respond to
major new Federal Government
policies and regulatory requirements.

The Nobel Prize capped
off a stellar year for the
University, with our staff,
graduates and students
marking out their University
as an institution of
international excellence.
Our position has been to continue to
focus on quality, research intensity
and impact, and build strong
relationships with other institutions
as well as the government, business
and community sectors at home and
abroad. We recognise the importance
of our strategic international links and
collaborations – particularly in China,
South-East Asia, the UK, Europe and
North America which support our
University’s claims of international
excellence.
We welcomed Dr Michael Chaney at
the end of 2005 as the new
Chancellor of our University. Dr
Chaney’s reputation and experience
as a leader both in the private
sector and through his contribution


Professor Barry Marshall and
Emeritus Professor Robin Warren

to community organisations will
contribute significantly to the role of
the University and its standing in the
wider community.
Dr Chaney accepted the position
following the appointment of Dr Ken
Michael as Governor of Western
Australia. Dr Michael brought dignity,
constancy and supportive leadership to
the University and Senate during his
term as Chancellor.
In one of his last official functions
as Chancellor, Dr Michael joined
Hackett Foundation Deputy-Chair Dr
Janet Holmes à Court and outgoing
WA Governor Lieutenant General Dr
John Sanderson for a ‘Celebration
of Community Spirit’ to thank the
University’s benefactors and donors
who continue to provide support
through the funding of scholarships,
prizes, chairs, research centres and
institutes (see In Focus).
Hundreds of the University’s
supporters gathered in Winthrop Hall
for the celebration. It was a small
gesture on the part of the University
to give thanks to the many generations
of Western Australians who continue
to generously contribute to the
development of the University as an
institution of quality – a university
that is indeed achieving international
excellence.
Professor Alan Robson
Vice-Chancellor

“an allembracing
approach
to life on
earth...”

FESTIVAL

The relatively new science of conservation biology could unleash a new generation of eco-warriors
equipped to discourse with farmers, mining companies and developers. Trea Wiltshire reports.
as a discipline, its antecedents being the traditional areas of
wildlife management and forestry. It is a discipline that has
been specifically shaped by the twin international goals
of preserving biodiversity and promoting sustainability
– and the different slants they put on conservation. It
encompasses the genetic makeup of flora and fauna and the
communities and landscapes in which they live.
“Conservation biology has a much broader, allembracing approach to life on earth,” says Professor
Hopper. “At the 1992 Rio Conference it came of age,
with most countries signing the Convention on Biological
Diversity. Initially, people were focussing primarily on
iconic things – like forests and whales – that were visibly
disappearing. It was clear that something had to be done to
encourage people to achieve a sustainable way of living.
“The challenge of conservation biology, in essence, is
to provide the fundamental science that underpins these
international goals. I find it a challenging field because it
requires not only good biology but the ability to interact
and work towards positive outcomes with the broader
community. It is very much a confluence of fundamental
science with broader political and community processes.”
Professor Hopper rejects the current doomsday scenarios
that involve politicians lacking the political will to take
hard decisions and communities too afflicted by apathy
and affluence to make a difference. While institutions
like the WA Museum, Perth Zoo and Kings Park and
the WA Herbarium have long been in existence, during
his career he has witnessed the establishment of the

Spend time with the UWA graduate who recently returned
to campus to take up UWA’s new chair in conservation
biology and you appreciate that Professor Steve Hopper’s
passion for this relatively new science could well unleash
a new generation of eco warriors – with a difference – in
Western Australia.
Unlike those that scale lofty karris or manacle themselves
to heavy machinery, Professor Hopper’s warriors will be
armed with science. They will be every bit as committed to
preserving Western Australia’s unique flora and fauna, but
the knowledge that underpins their brand of conservation
will enable them to discourse with farmers, mining
companies and developers and to suggest ways in which
sustainable solutions can be achieved and biodiversity can
be protected.
Professor Hopper took up his appointment in the UWA
School of Plant Biology last year. Shortly before, the
former CEO of Kings Park and Botanic Garden was among
those who signed a landmark agreement between UWA and
the Botanic Gardens and Parks Authority. This agreement
formalised a collaborative partnership between the two
institutions that has flourished for more than 15 years
while advancing the cause of conservation, research and
teaching in the area of plant biology. Before joining Kings
Park, Steve Hopper had worked as a research scientist with
the Department of Conservation and Land Management,
so his conservation credentials and knowledge of WA’s
biodiversity hot spots are impressive.
Conservation biology, he says, emerged two decades ago
8
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Environmental Protection Authority and the Department of
“While early botanists like James Drummond in the
Conservation and Land Management. And with research
1850s and Charles Gardner in the 1940s appreciated the
and collaborations happening between all these bodies – and
botanical richness of the area, it was Nathaniel Speck who
local tertiary institutions – he believes that today we have a
really nailed the hard data and argued for a substantial
far greater chance of preserving our natural heritage. This
national park to be created.”
positive take on the future of our environment is vital to
At that time – prior to mining interest in the area
someone helping to shape the
– a small reserve was created
careers of a new generation
for the University’s Botany
of conservationists.
Department teaching and
“Look at where we were
education purposes. Then
twenty years ago,” he invites
a succession of scientists
the cynics. “In the past it
from various government
was rare for governments to
departments began exploring
make decisions involving an
the region’s flora, discovering
economic compromise and
among other species, a rare
a loss of short term dollar
banksia and other floral
profits. Now it happens – not
gems. By the time the mining
as often as we’d like perhaps,
company expressed interest
but there are some shining
in the area, there was a wealth
examples.”
of data to prove that this
He
was
personally
landscape had other values.
involved in one that could
“Since then, of course,
be a text book example of a
there have been many
victory for the environment
decisions in favour of
– and UWA research ensured
“In Europe, my colleagues may describe three economic enterprises and as a
the outcome. The spectacular
species in three decades – and they are very result we have lost populations
land form of Mt Lesueur (east
of animals and plants,” says
envious of the opportunities we enjoy here. Professor Hopper. “A major
of Jurien Bay on the northern
For young people, Western Australia remains concern has been agricultural
sand plains) has more than
a fantastic place for research and discovery.” development and land clearing,
800 species of plants and
has long been a mecca for
but we’ve gone from clearing
botanists. Pastoralists had
one million acres a year in the
written it off as worthless
1960s to a situation where we
scrubland, but it concealed
question clearing and actively
seams of coal that, in the
repair degraded landscapes.
l980s, would interest a mining
What worries me now is
company.
that urban and infrastructure
“The company spent
expansion is now exceeding
several million dollars doing
the demands of agriculture
preliminary studies for a
for cleared land.”
proposed open cut mine that
Professor Hopper sees
would have done irreparable
today’s ‘Mt Lesueur’ as the
damage to the flora and fauna.
Ravensthorpe Range where
However, the government of
major mining proposals are
the day – responding to both
taking shape. Also in that area
an outcry from scientists and
the world’s largest greenfield
swelling community support
nickel
development
is
Pictured are two of the plants discovered by Professor Hopper: an
for its preservation – turned
underway.
orchid, Caladenia granitora and the yellow Verticordia cooloomia.
the area into a national park
“The Raventhorpe Range
in 1992.”
has been a proposed nature
Professor Hopper sees this victory as an example
reserve for as long as I have been a professional biologist,”
of good science winning the day. He points out that the
he says, “and while a little nickel and gold have been mined
scientific starting point of the ‘good science’ was a 1958
there, now it seems there are substantial iron ore deposits.
UWA PhD thesis by Nathaniel Speck. Dr Speck went on to
It is a hot spot for plant diversity, but it has always been
become a renowned botanist who mapped the vegetation
mineral prospective.
patterns of several Australian regions. He was the first
“We will continue to have these conflicting pressures,
botanist to propose that Mt Lesueur (one of two major
and the art of the conservation biologist is to provide the
centres of biodiversity in this State) should be recognised
good science – to tell people how a development will affect
as a separate botanical district.
plants and animals in an area, and to suggest strategies that


graduate profile

might reduce the impact. It’s not just a case of saying: ‘don’t
do that!’ It’s about finding a balance without making too many
trade-offs, because the society that does that eventually runs
out of things to trade.”
Professor Hopper says that in many ways the community
is leading the push to preserve Australia’s bushland and iconic
landscapes, and is demonstrating its commitment through
organisations such as Landcare, Greening Australia, WWF
and the Conservation Council.
“In my experience, in all these groups one of the biggest
issues has been a lack of knowledge of how to address a
particular problem,” he says. “People tend to start down
a track they believe to be appropriate and then science
plays catch-up, to check that it was the right way to go. He
sees recent collaborative UWA research that identified the
chemical component of bushfire that promotes germination in
native plants as being one of the most exciting recent research
breakthroughs.
Published in the journal Science and reported in the
Summer 2005 issue of UNIVIEW, the research won UWA
PhD student Gavin Flematti national coverage and the
RACI Cornfield Medal for Australia’s most outstanding
PhD chemistry thesis. (DuPont Crop Protection is currently
evaluating the seed germination technology with researchers
from UWA, Kings Park and Murdoch University, with UWA’s
Office of Industry and Innovation leading the negotiations to
commercialise the technology.)
“We are working in research areas where we have barely
scratched the surface,” says Professor Hopper. “Since coming
to UWA I have learnt the importance of encouraging young
people to get into research so they can see for themselves what
can be achieved. You need a sense of hope and I think that
conservation biology offers that.
“While sustainability means different things to different
people, in essence it means that we’re here for the long
term. One of the things that attracted me to UWA was that
in the new Faculty of Natural and Agricultural Sciences
traditional agricultural scientists work alongside conservation
biologists.”
The new head of the School of Plant Biology typifies
this interaction. Professor Hans Lambers is a renowned ecophysiologist whose research encompasses both native species

and crop plants. Researchers at UWA are currently exploring
the mechanisms that enable native plants to survive on
severely nutrient-impoverished soils and on very little water.
“We need to use native plants as a model system and to
shift people to the view that perennial crops might be good to
mix up with the annuals because their roots are better for the
soil,” says Professor Hopper. “Perennial native grasses are also
proving palatable as fodder – and some innovative farmers are
taking up these ideas. They will be in the vanguard of this new
approach to agriculture.”
Since arriving on campus Professor Hopper has helped to
establish UWA’s new degrees in conservation biology: a BSc
in Conservation Biology and a four-year degree Conservation
Biology and Management. UWA is the first WA tertiary
institution to have a specific degree in this area. He has
also established major postgraduate research programs in
collaboration with Kings Park, CALM and other national and
international colleagues. He is also working on three books,
including one with UWA Press called Cinderella Flora about
the discovery and science of south-west flora.
Professor Hopper feels hugely blessed having had the
opportunity to explore the State’s rich flora, knowing that
there are species still waiting to be scientifically described.
Working with several local collections, he has personally
described 300 new species of plants in the last 20 years
ranging from orchids and eucalypts to kangaroo paws.
“In Europe, my colleagues may describe three species
in three decades – and they are very envious of the
opportunities we enjoy here. For young people, Western
Australia remains a fantastic place for research and
discovery. Already 20 postgraduate students want to do
conservation biology PhDs in the School and prospects for
employment are excellent.
“Last year in a four-month period in WA, 70 jobs
were identified for graduates with a conservation biology
degree – ranging from minor urban developments to major
agricultural developments. The faculty did an exercise
looking at what industries are growing and conservation
biology had a 5-star rating.”
If you would like to know more about studying
conservation biology at UWA visit the website: www.fnas.
uwa.edu.au
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A feast of
‘earthly pleasures’
The UWA Perth International Arts Festival – the oldest
international arts festival in Australia – is the University’s most
ambitious annual outreach program, connecting with some
300,000 Western Australians. And this year it is offering a feast
of ‘earthly pleasures’ that is likely to find a ready audience.
the first year because I had already established relationships
with some of the artists in the Kimberley, and that is where
I began.
“It was always my aim to eventually showcase Noongar
culture, but these things cannot be rushed because
relationships of trust have to be developed. Through 2004
and 2005 we had contact with the Yirra Yaakin Aboriginal
Corporation and began discussing projects with a group
of elders and artists across Western Australia or Noongar
Boodja.
“Earlier in 2005 – after the Welcome to Country at
last year’s festival – the elders elected a group of artists to
complete an ambitious project for the 2006 festival. Its aim
is to distil the Noongar relationship to country.”
The Ngallak Koort Boodja project that was commissioned
by the Perth Festival is an epic painting engaging the talents
of several leading artists. It was very much the centrepiece
for the opening of this year’s festival and is on display at the
Perth Concert Hall.

Over its more than 50-year lifespan, the UWA Perth
International Arts Festival has grown from a once modest
but vital arts lifeline for our capital city into a sophisticated
celebration of theatre, dance, music, film, visual arts,
literature and street arts.
Currently at the helm of what has become the southern
hemisphere’s biggest multi-arts festival is Artistic Director
Lindy Hume. Internationally known as an inspirational
opera director, Ms Hume has already put her distinctive
signature on two festivals. In her third, she honours the
Noongar nations of Western Australia, for it is on their
traditional lands that the festival plays to audiences drawn
from across Australia and the world.
When she assumed the reins of the Perth Festival, Lindy
Hume began extensive travels through Western Australia,
laying the groundwork for the focus of future festivals.
“I was fascinated by the vastness and the diversity of
experiences offered by each different landscape within
the State,” she recalls. “I wanted to focus on one region
after another over four years, so that we were putting the
festival’s international program in the context of our own
extraordinary part of the world. I played to my strengths in

Images of the Ngallak Koort Boodja canvas © Lance Chadd, Shane
Pickett, Troy Bennell, Yvonne Kickett, Alice Warrell and Sharyn Egan
(pictured above). (Photo: Toni Wilkinson)
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There are also events that focus on Noongar culture
woven through the festival, including an exhibition of
artworks by the children of the Carrolup River Native
Settlement from 1945 – 1953. These beautiful pastel and
charcoal works toured internationally and some found their
way into a New York collection that was recently unearthed.
These latter works are being displayed at Mungart Boodja
Art Centre in Katanning. Carrolup works from the collection
of UWA’s Berndt Museum of Anthropology are on display at
the Western Australian Museum.
True to form, the Perth Festival 2006 is full of adventurous
offerings – such as the Australian Chamber Orchestra’s The
Travellers featuring young Egyptian-Australian virtuosi
Joseph Tawadros and his brother James. They bring the
mesmerising qualities of traditional instruments to an
eclectic ‘acoustic bazaar’ of classical music unlimited by
time and geography. Musica Viva is presenting counter-tenor
Andreas Scholl accompanied by American lutenist Crawford
Young in a program of Elizabethan gems and 17th century
English folksong. Superstar violinist Nigel Kennedy will
be performing in Kings Park, the WA Opera will present
Saint-Saëns’ Samson and Delilah in the Supreme Court
Gardens, and Robert Lepage’s epic six-hour updated version
of the production that launched his career, The Dragons’
Trilogy, will have its Australian premiere at Claremont
Showgrounds, which will also be the venue for Black Swan
Theatre’s epic The Odyssey directed by Michael Kantor. And
dance, music and story telling are all drawn together in the
Belgian production of Isabella’s Room at His Majesty’s. The
Festival will stage events in Albany, Katanning, Denmark,
the Pilbara and the Goldfields.
As Artistic Director, Ms Hume finds it impossible to
detach herself entirely from the performance side of PIAF.
As in previous festivals, she will preside over a production
never before performed in Perth. Previously she has directed
the operas Batavia and The Magic Flute. This year, her
offering of a single Concert Hall performance of Leonard
Bernstein’s Candide is likely to be a sell-out.
“I can’t keep my hands out of the mix,” she admits, “and
Candide is my absolute all-time favourite and deserves an
Australian production. It is a fantastic piece, but it is also a
director’s ‘coral reef’ in that it is an extraordinarily complex
and circuitous tale. Add to that the fact that there are 12
performance versions, and none of them is perfect. However,
in 2006 Candide is 50 years old – and Bernstein being one of
my heroes, I simply had to mark its birthday. It’s my homage
to Lennie!”
Apart from providing the musical accompaniment for
Candide and Samson and Delilah the WA Symphony and
the Orchestra Chorus will have a busy Festival schedule.
Both will be featured in Vexations and Devotions, which
brings together the multi-textured music of Brett Dean and
the words of poet Michael Leunig in the world premiere of
this major new choral work. WASO will also be centre stage
in the popular Symphony under the Stars concerts in Kings
Park during March. The orchestra has a close relationship
with UWA, with many UWA graduates becoming members
of the orchestra and WASO musicians teaching at the School
of Music. The University is also a proud supporter of the

“I was fascinated by the vastness and the
diversity of experiences offered by each
different landscape within the State. I
wanted to focus on one region after another
over four years, so that we were putting
the festival’s international program in the
context of our own extraordinary part of
the world.”
– Artistic director Lindy Hume
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“I can’t keep my hands out of the mix,”
admits Artistic Director Lindy Hume, “and
Candide is my absolute all-time favourite
and deserves an Australian production.”

position of WASO’s Concertmaster which is currently held
by John Harding, an Adjunct Professor in the School of
Music.
The Lotterywest Festival Films are currently playing
at the Somerville Auditorium at UWA and the Joondalup
Pines. The season runs to 9 April and there are some
stunning works in store for film buffs, including the awardwinning Moolaade (Burkino Faso), an epic love story set in
India, Shadows of Time, Deepa Mehta’s superb Water, and
Yesterday, an inspirational film from South Africa which
was nominated for Best Foreign Language Film at the 2005
Academy Awards.
Three of the festival’s valued partners, Wesfarmers Arts,
Chevron Australia and BHP Billiton Iron Ore, received
awards acknowledging their support for the festival at the
recent State Arts Sponsorship Scheme Awards.
For full details of the festival program, visit the website:
www.perthfestival.com.au or pick up a brochure from any
public library. For details of WASO’s 2006 season, visit
www.waso.com.au
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shakespeare

Age cannot
wither him...
Kenneth Branagh gave Shakespeare’s plays a new lease of life on screen, Baz Lurhmann provided
a radical contemporary setting for Romeo and Juliet, and every year school students fill UWA’s
New Fortune Theatre for a mid-summer viewing of one of the bard’s well-loved plays. Shakespeare,
it seems, is alive and well in the 21st century and UWA’s Professor Bob White is not surprised.

Macbeth alone has been performed with Noh masks in
Japan, in African bush settings to the heartbeat of drums
and in the gloomy shadows of Scottish castles. It also makes
regular appearances – in traditional or contemporary guise
– in theatres throughout the world, despite the play’s sinister
reputation of being jinxed.
What is it that makes Shakespeare so universally
appealing in a century saturated with all manner of
entertainment, most of which has a limited shelf-life?
Professor White believes that while society’s
preoccupations have changed in different eras, there
has been a constant refocusing on Shakespeare’s works
as successive generations have found new meanings in
them.
“A play such as Timon of Athens, for instance, raises
questions about the many contradictions of capitalism,
Antony and Cleopatra raises issues of globalisation and
imperial might, Coriolanus says much about the military
mind and industry with its tendency to become autonomous
and beyond democratic controls,” he says.
“Shakespeare wrote at a time when church and state were
one and the former was riven with Protestant and Catholic
factions. Plays intended for publication or performance
had to be submitted to the Master of Revels who censored
blasphemous Papist propaganda and the obvious slandering
of living politicians, so Shakespeare developed clever

In the 1990s, when schools and universities abolished
compulsory subjects, some predicted that the move would
mark the demise of the study of Shakespeare’s works in
universities and secondary schools. They speculated that the
bard’s scripts and sonnets would be deemed unpopular, too
difficult or irrelevant by contemporary Australian school
students. They could not have been more wrong, and
Professor Bob White who holds the Chair of English
Communication and Cultural Studies at UWA was not in the
least surprised.
Professor White has spent most of his academic life – both
in the United Kingdom (at Newcastle on Tyne) and in Western
Australia (at UWA) – studying the world’s best-known
playwright. A much-published author and academic, Professor
White is confident that while literary fads and fashions come
and go, Shakespeare’s plays and poetry will endure.
This conviction is borne out by the fact that at any time,
in almost any of the world’s major cities, you will encounter
Shakespeare in the Park, an annual festival featuring one of
the 39 plays written by the prolific Elizabethan, or screen
versions that could range from Baz Luhrmann’s MTV style
Romeo and Juliet to Roman Polanski’s Macbeth. And every
summer in Perth, local schools flock to the Graduate Dramatic
Society’s annual mid-summer Shakespeare production in
UWA’s own Elizabethan theatre, the New Fortune, and to
Deckchair Theatre’s Shakespeare in the Park.
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ways of commenting on
Life, the bard seems to
contemporary politicians by
suggest, is full of agonizing
dramatising stories from an
dilemmas and confronting
earlier era.
problems that have no easy
“Richard II had a central
solutions.
scene cut out because it
“Shakespeare’s charshowed a king being deposed,
acters – in the hands of good
which
was
considered
actors – are very plausible,”
treasonous. However the
says Professor White. “They
scene was restored for a private
quite often have complex and
performance sponsored by the
mixed motivations, so even
Earl of Essex who had designs
unsympathetic characters such
on the throne – and who eventually
as Shylock have a human depth
lost his head. Queen Elizabeth
and vulnerability, and are utterly
famously asked of the scene: ‘Are we
believable. A dark character like
not Richard? Know ye not that?’
Richard III – a megalomaniac butcher
“So Shakespeare was very close to
– is also witty and has a ghoulish sense
some of those who plotted, and he was also
of humour. Cordelia in King Lear is as
part of a very radical and revolutionary “Shakespeare wrote at a time stubborn as her father and yet she is
elite that included his patron the Earl of
also a pillar of virtue and plain-speaking
when church and state were honesty. Iago destroys Othello’s
Southampton, and the Earls of Leicester
and Essex. He was certainly not politically one and the former was riven marriage which leads to Desdemona’s
with Protestant and Catholic death, yet is as ingratiating as a good
mainstream and his patrons and friends in
the theatre such as Christopher Marlowe,
used car salesman.
factions. Plays intended for
were politically dangerous because they
“Good, bad or indifferent, none are
publication or performance
opposed the conservative forces behind
defined
by one leading characteristic
had to be submitted to
court politics.
and that is quite unusual for drama
the Master of Revels who
“In his time, wars were not waged
of that period. Even that other great
censored
blasphemous Papist Elizabethan writer, Marlowe, tended to
between monarch and subjects so much
propaganda and the obvious have one-noted characters.”
as between the factions of courtiers.
However Elizabeth did see many of slandering of living politicians,
How did Elizabethan England
Shakespeare’s plays and clearly enjoyed
produce
a dramatist blessed with such
so Shakespeare developed
them. In fact legend has it that she asked clever ways of commenting on insights?
him to write a play about Falstaff in love,
Professor
White
believes
contemporary politicians by that Shakespeare benefited from an
which he did, calling it The Merry Wives
dramatising stories from an enlightened, humanist education, being
of Windsor.”
earlier era.”
Professor White believes that
taught the classics and the dialectic
Shakespeare’s enduring appeal also has
method that encouraged an exploration
much to do with the extraordinary array of diverse characters
of both sides of an argument.
the Elizabethan playwright created. “They encompass the
“Shakespeare would have been trained in rhetoric,”
good, the bad and the ugly, but most are complex and few
explains Professor White. “Behind the classical writers such
are caricatures,” says Professor White. “The bad have their
as Ovid and Virgil whose works he read at first hand, lie
vulnerabilities, the good are often flawed. He sees human
books like Plato’s Republic, which is a dialogue, and those
beings as endlessly diverse and fascinating.”
of Aristotle, who emphasised the need for lawyers, orators
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and writers to convincingly put forward opposing points of theories, Shakespeare’s works have been thoroughly analysed
view.
from Freudian and Jungian perspectives,” says Professor
“The playwright was, by nature, very empathetic, White.
self-effacing and sociable, and he must have been an
Feminists have been polarised over Shakespeare, some
extraordinarily good listener, both to people’s ideas and to seeing him as typically patriarchal for his age, others as a
their verbal expressiveness. Living in London at that time proto-feminist. The latter group are now in the ascendancy,
he would have heard the stories of adventurous travellers, and his presentation of women is seen to be clear eyed about
sailors, criminals, theologians and professionals in many the social difficulties and inequalities they faced, as well as
occupations. Being an acute listener, he stored in his mind celebrating their assertiveness.
both visual impressions and tricks of speech.
“Ranging beyond his dramas, Shakespeare’s sonnets are
“Shakespeare also had an intuitive grasp of morality profoundly modern in showing the fluctuations of human
and an innate sympathy for the poor and suffering and thought and feeling during the complicated stages and
for social rejects. So
states of love. Venus
there are some very
and Adonis, a long
great speeches about
narrative poem is,
social justice.”
at the same time, an
Bob
White
extremely amusing
was lecturing at
comic poem with a
Newcastle
upon
serious allegorical
Tyne before he came
message
about
to UWA to take up
why love is such a
the Chair in English
complicated state of
Communication and
feeling.”
Cultural Studies in
Professor White
1988. While pub
is the author of
lications on Shake
Natural Law in
speare have won
English
Renais
him an international
sance
Literature
reputation,
his
(Cambridge Uni
“Shakespeare’s characters – in the hands of versity Press) which
academic
studies
also encompass the
good actors – are very plausible. They quite often examines a wide
Romantic poets, and
have complex and mixed motivations, so even range of Renaissance
one of his works
unsympathetic characters like Shylock have a human texts in the light of
brings
together
developing
ideas
depth and vulnerability, and are utterly believable…” of Natural Law,
these two threads of
academic interest:
a
concept
that
Keats as a reader of Shakespeare (published by The Athlone dominated renaissance thought. Some of his other books are
Press, London).
Innocent Victims: Poetic Injustice in Shakespearean Tragedy
In this study, he reveals that the poet John Keats and ‘Let Wonder Seem Familiar’: Endings in Shakespeare’s
acknowledged Shakespeare as his greatest teacher and Romance Vision (Athlone Press, University of London).
he studied and annotated the plays with close attention to This month sees publication of his latest book, Natural
detail. Keats, he points out, qualified as a doctor before he Rights and the Birth of Romanticism in the 1790s (Palgrave,
dedicated his life to writing poetry, and his medical training London).
is evident in his theories of life, woven into his poetry, about
He is currently working on a book on pacifism in
the healing of human bodies and minds, a theme he also literature supported by an Australian Research Council
found in Shakespeare.
grant. He will present a paper and run a seminar group at
Professor White points out that Keats was not alone in the VIII World Shakespeare conference in Brisbane in July
acknowledging Shakespeare as a source of inspiration. Karl 2006. Professor White teaches in Renaissance and Romantic
Marx attributed a speech in Timon of Athens as the basis for Literature and Film History.
If you would like to know more about studying
his theory on the redistribution of wealth as expressed in Das
Kapital, and both Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung explicitly Shakespeare at UWA, visit the website http://www.english.
acknowledge Shakespeare as the source of some of their arts.uwa.edu.au/
psychiatric theories.
Illustrations:
“I would say that Freud, in particular, used Shakespeare’s A panorama of London in 1600 by the Dutch painter Claes Jansz Visscher
characters as case studies. The Oedipus complex came not (from Shakespeare by Martin Fido, Hammond Incorporated, New Jersey
from the Ancient Greek play, but from Hamlet; the Medusa 1978).
complex came from Lady Macbeth, and he wrote an analysis Portrait of Shakespeare from Shakespeare’s Face by Stephanie Nolan
(The Text Publishing company, Melbourne, 2002).
of the psychiatry underlying the test of the three caskets in Shylock after the trial, from The Works of Shakespeare with Notes, by
the Merchant of Venice. As well as influencing psychological Charles Knight (London, Virtue and Co Ltd).
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Bold new step for

UwA press
University presses have nurtured the talent of
writers of the ilk of Peter Carey and David Malouf
and as it celebrated its 70th anniversary, UWA
Press – one of the great survivors in university
publishing – has taken a bold new step into fiction.
When university presses began to appear on Australian
campuses, their arrival flagged a growing sense of national
identity and pride. First to appear was the Melbourne
University Press, established in the 1922, followed by UWA
Press in 1935.
Writers of the ilk of Peter Carey and David Malouf had
their talents nurtured by university presses, although a prime
initial aim for the presses was to produce Australian text
books more relevant to students than those available through
British publishers.
“What has been fascinating is how the presses have
developed and diverged – with Melbourne maintaining a
traditional scholarly non-fiction focus, while Queensland
embraced literary fiction and poetry, alongside academic
publishing,” says Professor Geoffrey Shellam, Chair of the
UWA Press Advisory Board.
UWA Press, a small publishing entity with a big vision,
has opted for the best of both worlds. Developed as an
academic publisher with a regional focus, the University’s
publishing house now has some 700 titles to its credit
and has produced a unique body of works – ranging from
the scholarly to the popular. Its wide spectrum of titles
to date reflect this State’s indigenous roots, its rich flora
and fauna, its sometimes troubled history and its dynamic
transformation from the ‘Cinderella State’ to the resourcerich powerhouse of the 21st century.
And, having just celebrated its 70th anniversary, the
Press is taking a bold new step into fiction, publishing the
first novels of two local writers: Barbara Wilson (Cusp) and
Annabel Smith (A New Map of the Universe). Launched in
October, demand for the new novels was such that they were
reprinted within weeks.
In reviewing these two novels, the Canberra Times
noted: “In these days of shrinking sales, the dumbing down
of literature and the crowding out of books by other forms
of entertainment, it is a brave publisher that launches a new
imprint or series…” The reviewer, Dorothy Johnston, went
on to say that the two young novelists shared a “gift for
words and an emotional precision that more than justifies
their being chosen to spearhead the series…When the
beginning sets such a high standard, one can only wish the
UWA Press New Writing Series every success.”
The series editor is author and Director of UWA’s
Institute of Advanced Studies, Associate Professor Terriann White, who explains that the series is sourcing novels
and shorter prose works from postgraduate creative writing
programs in universities across Australia. These programs

have produced exciting
new works from emerging and
established writers.
All of the Press’s works are widely distributed
and many are showcased at major book fairs in Frankfurt
and London. A glimpse at UWA Press’s most recent
catalogue tells of a publishing house that both challenges
and entertains its readers.
Pioneers of the Pacific by Nigel Rigby and Pieter van
der Merwe focuses on Pacific voyages of discovery that
were eclipsed by Captain Cook’s celebrated voyage, at a
time when Great Britain was flexing its maritime muscle.
Seeking the Sydney by Glenys McDonald revisits the riddle
of the wartime loss of Australia’s pride, HMAS Sydney,
with all hands on board. From Paesani to Global Italians
by Loretta Baldassar and Ros Pesman is a lively account
of the history and experiences of post-war migrants from
the north-east of Italy. Marking the Land with illustrations
by landscape photographer Richard Woldendorp, is an
attractive collection of Australian bush sayings gathered
by Brian Dibble and Jim Evans. And of course there is
the Press’s own history launched in November, A Press in
Isolation by Criena Fitzgerald, which relates the highs and
lows of a steady climb to recognition and success.
The Press’s venture into children’s works with Cygnet
Books has been successful while widening its profile
for readers. Its children’s titles have also been notable
for collecting awards – most recently Corroboree won
the Australian Awards for Excellence in Educational
Publishing (Primary category). This important educational
book, written by Suzanne Kelly and Angus Wallam and
illustrated by Norma MacDonald, was also the winner of
the inaugural Marrwarning Award for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander writers initiated by UWA Press and UWA’s
Centre for Indigenous History and the Arts.
Because of its approach to publishing, including its strong
commitment to publications that broaden our understanding
of the history, culture and environment of this region,
the Press has successfully survived two difficult decades,
the 1980s and 90s, that saw the demise of presses at the
Australian National, Adelaide and Sydney Universities.
continued on page 19
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Produced as it is on Australia’s western edge, Westerly
has always looked beyond the State in seeking its literary
sense of place, and indeed the first issue in 1956 included
two articles about Asia. In 1993, an entire issue was devoted
to Asia-related works and a number of books published by
the Centre for Studies in Australian Literature – now the
Westerly Centre – testify to this early awakening of interest
in regional cultures.
Westerly editors have always cast a wide net in terms of
material, have encouraged critical discussion, and published
many views with which they do not agree.
“In an increasingly spin-driven political environment
and a cultural environment of increasingly visual rather than
verbal literacy, this is an activity of crucial importance,” says
Professor Haskell.
The editors also note that whereas initially quality poetry
and fiction were lacking, today, obtaining good creative
and critical writing is the easiest aspect of publishing the
magazine.
This is certainly reflected in this special 50th anniversary
issue in which a number of prominent West Australian
authors associated with the magazine were invited to submit
creative work.
Since 2000, Westerly has been published annually and is
supported by the University and ArtsWA.
“This support enables Westerly to remain the flagship
of Western Australian literature and for WA
writing to be seen shoulder
to shoulder with national and
international work,” says Delys
Bird. ““Westerly now publishes
work from all over the world
but retains a special emphasis
on Western Australia and its
surrounding region and it was
gratifying when visiting Filipino
poet and academic Jose Wendell
Capili noted how important Westerly
is to writers in the South-east Asian
region.”
Former editor Bruce Bennett
(currently Group of Eight Professor
of Australian Studies at Georgetown
University in Washington DC) points
out in this issue that the magazine’s
predecessors were The Black Swan
(1917-39), the Arts Quarterly (1949-50) and the Winthrop
Review (1953-55). Initially published three times a year by
Arts Union students assisted by academic UWA staff, in
1963 a Commonwealth Literary Fund subsidy enabled it to
be published quarterly by UWA Press.
The 50th anniversary volume is available through the
Westerly website (www.arts.uwa.edu.au/westerly) from the
Westerly Centre office at UWA (phone 6488 2101) and
from leading booksellers. The volume contains sixty stories
and poems. Contributors range from Sarah French, who was
awarded an ArtsWA Grant in 2005 to complete her first
collection of poetry, a brittle fleet, to Robert Drewe, author
of The Shark Net.

continued from page 17

Professor Shellam pays tribute to the support of many
and to the resilient character of the Press itself. “The
enthusiasm of its authors, the passion of its staff and the
support of academics and the community have all ensured
that UWA Press has been able to resist any serious reversal
of its fortunes,” he says. “The size and diversity of its
support base is impressive and perhaps unique, among
Australian university presses.”
Clearly university presses flourish or fall not only
because of the response of the reading public, but because of
the support received from university administrations. UWA
Press Director and historian, Associate Professor Jenny
Gregory, who has charted the rise of many a WA enterprise,
says that the commitment of academics within the university
and the UWA Vice-Chancellor, Professor Alan Robson, had
given the Press the confidence to expand its publishing
activities and plan for the years ahead.
She adds: “UWA Press has always had a strong regional
focus and has played a crucial role in deepening our
understanding of the place in which we live. Today UWA
Press, through its increasing activities at an international
level, is part of a global network of scholarly publishers.
“While we are committed to publishing works that
showcase the unique aspects of this region, we also encourage
our authors to set their work against an international
context and to recognise and expand themes and
issues that have international significance.”

wESTERLY’S
ANNIVERSARY EdITION

UWA’s literary journal
like UWA Press, has
many challenges to
its 50th anniversary

Westerly,
survived
celebrate
edition.

Literary and cultural magazines often appear
endangered – their existence precarious,
their future uncertain. They are dependent
on a relatively small number of readers,
fluctuating sponsorships and the
commitment of the dedicated few who pull
each publication together. Some arrive with
fanfare only to be submerged by a welter of problems.
But there are exceptions – and Western Australia’s
literary journal Westerly is one. Like UWA Press, it proudly
celebrated an important anniversary towards the end of last
year. Premier Dr Geoff Gallop was on hand to do the honours
when Westerly’s 50th anniversary edition was launched, and
many people long associated with the magazine toasted its
half century.
Current editors, Associate Professor Delys Bird (a UWA
graduate) and Professor Dennis Haskell, noted that they were
in primary school when this cultural journal first appeared.
“Half a century seems a fairly long time in the life of an
individual,” observes A/Professor Bird, “but in the life of a
literary and cultural magazine, it seems an aeon.”


Sandalwood
and the sweet
smell of success

The fragrance of sandalwood provided this
State with one of its first successful export
industries, and researchers at UWA are working
collaboratively with industry partners and
funding bodies to give the industry – which
still earns valuable export dollars and has
ready markets in Asia – a new lease of life.
Whereas Western Australia’s early exports of sandalwood
centred on drought-resistant local sandalwood that was
once widespread throughout the State, hopes are now
pinned on plantations of Indian sandalwood (Santalum
album) in the Ord River Irrigation Area. The Indian tree is
faster-growing than the local species (Santalum spicatum),
and three times as rich in the aromatic essential oil that,
since ancient times, has been used in cosmetics and soaps.
The timber from these small root-parasitic trees is also in
demand as the source of the sweet-smelling incense that
envelops Asian temples.
Associate Professor Julie Plummer of UWA’s School of
Plant Biology and Associate Professor Emil Ghisalberti of
the School of Biomedical and Chemical Sciences are working
with researchers from the Forest Products Commission (FPC)
and the Department of Conservation and Land management
(CALM) to explore ways in which to advance the heartwood
oil production industry.
The UWA research is backed by an Australian Research
Council Linkage grant that involves the FPC and CALM.
Indian sandalwood trials in the Ord River Irrigation
Area have been taking place since 1987, in consultation

with commercial companies. Several plantations now exist,
but their greatest need is a supply of reliable seed that
performs well from germination and growth in the nursery
to heartwood oil production in the field. A tree improvement
program is underway and scientists from UWA and CALM
are exploring ways in which improvements can be delivered
to an industry that stands to reap significant export dollars.
Indian sandalwood sells for up to $40,000 a tonne,
almost five times the price of timber from the local tree. In
India it grows in areas receiving 1,000mm of rain annually.
In the Ord River Irrigation Area, it can be flood-irrigated all
year round and harvested after 20 years, when the timber is
about 20cm in diameter. Local species of sandalwood take
more than twice as long to mature – and some of the trees
currently being harvested in the Goldfields may have been
growing for a century.
The UWA researchers are looking at the breeding and
selection of Indian sandalwood to discover which plants
have the better net result in terms of oil production and to
understand the chemistry for oil synthesis in the tree.
Sandalwood awaiting shipment to Asia (Battye Library 5323B/2017).
Inset: Sandalwood nuts.
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“When we understand what affects the oil production,
The UWA researchers and their collaborators are
there may be impacts on how the trees are grown,” says Dr producing a comprehensive paper on genetic variation, oil
Plummer.
yield and composition that will underpin further advances
PhD student Chris Jones is doing much of the laboratory in the industry – and perhaps take it another step towards
research supervised by Dr Plummer and Dr Ghisalberti.
enjoying the sweet smell of success.
“This industry has been around a long time, so growers
of sandalwood can be confident about
the stability of their markets,” says
Chris Jones, “but there is a real need
to increase cultivation of sandalwood
The CSIRO, in its Balancing
because sustained high demand has
Act report, revealed that it
resulted in serious population declines
takes more than 1,500 litres of
in Australia, India, Indonesia and
water to produce a single kilo
much of Polynesia. Plantation-based
of rice in Australia. In WA’s
sourcing is being encouraged, and in
the last 25 years, much progress has
wheatbelt, it takes 150 litres
been made on reproductive biology,
of oil to produce fertiliser
seed germination rates, nursery
for a single hectare of wheat.
practice and silviculture.
Finding more sustainable
“The next step is to start
ways to produce profitable
improvement programs to develop
crops has led a UWA graduate
seed stock and increase heartwood
oil content. In Australia, seed
to pioneer the cultivation of
collections from Indonesia and
sandalwood nuts that produce
India are growing in an arboretum
an edible and healthy oil.
in Kununurra, so we are able to
select superior trees, to maximise
“Whereas others are focussing on Whereas three generations of his
genetic gains. But there is still a
cultivating sandalwood for timber, family have grown wheat in Calingiri,
lot we don’t know. The impact of
we are interested in the nuts. We UWA graduate Aaron Edmonds
a tree’s age and growth rate on oil
harvested our second crop last is putting his agricultural science
yields is largely unknown, and we
degree to good use diversifying land
year. We get two kilograms of use to farm a sustainable dryland
need to know more – about root
nuts per tree after four years, and native crop.
parasitism, and environmental and
genetic influences – before drawing
are planting up to 300 hectares.
Aaron, a 2002 Nuffield Scholar,
up an efficient selection program.”
Allowing for harvesting traffic is currently one of the few WA
The researchers are also exploring
and to increase rainfall available farmers growing Australian san
the comparative benefits offered by
per tree, we plant at a low dalwood with the intention of
host trees. Whereas the host for local
harvesting not its timber, but its
density of 300 trees per hectare.” oil-rich nuts. There are remnant
sandalwood is an acacia, Kununurra’s
plantations are currently growing
stands of Santalum spicatum, WA’s
– UWA graduate Aaron Edwards
Indian sandalwood using a type of
indigenous sandalwood, on Aaron’s
tree lucerne (Sesbania formosa).
wheatbelt farm, but he envisages harvesting oil-rich nuts
While this has a fairly short life span, it produces healthy from hundreds of hectares of cultivated sandalwood.
sandalwood saplings. Also being used as a host is the
“I started planting in 2000 because I wanted to integrate
highly valued Indian neem tree which offers the bonus a profitable perennial into a farm system that, traditionally,
of producing fruits, leaves and bark containing oils for has been 100 per cent cropping, and on land that has
cosmetics.
issues with salinity and nutrient run-off,” explains Aaron.
Chris is working in the dedicated CALM molecular “When I won the Nuffield Scholarship, I was able to travel
biology laboratory and in the School of Biomedical and the world for several months researching a study topic. I
Chemical Sciences laboratory at UWA, while being based in particularly looked at crops, like sandalwood, that would
the School of Plant Biology.
tackle the salinity problem. I also looked at how agriculture
“At the moment we are examining the DNA of Indian is going to cope with rising oil prices. Initially the issue of
sandalwood to learn about its genetic diversity. Working how dependent we are on oil was secondary, but with oil
with plants growing in the Kununurra arboretum will prices rising, it has now become the driving factor because
provide a reasonably constant growing environment from sandalwood is one of the few crops that requires negligible
which chemotypical difference can be explored. We also energy inputs.
“As a result of my study, I began looking at agriculture
want to know how and why the plants produce oils – is it a
defence mechanism against fungus, and if so, how does that in a completely new way, particularly after learning that one
litre of oil is required to make one kilogram of the nitrogen
mechanism work?”

GOING NUTS ABOUT
SANDALWOOD!
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fertiliser necessary to grow wheat.
is mono-unsaturated – which makes it a
I currently apply 150 kilograms of
healthy edible oil. Add to this the high
urea per hectare – so that is 150 litres
protein content (18 per cent) and you
of oil for one hectare of wheat.
have a nutritious product, cultivated in
“Sandalwood is a parasite and it
a sustainable way. At present Aaron is
gains its nitrogen needs by attaching
selecting for large seed from his initial
its root system to native legume
planting and is sowing about 10 – 15
trees such as acacias. And being
hectares a year, targeting the farm’s
a perennial, it is long-lived and
least productive land. He hopes to be
planting is a one-off energy cost,
harvesting nuts for oil in about four
as opposed to annual sowing. This
years. However, if the industry really
removes the need to burn diesel to
takes off as oil prices continue to rise,
establish the crop yearly as with
it may be hard to satisfy demand from
wheat.
establishing orchards.
“Whereas others are focussing on
To date, Australia’s only significant
cultivating sandalwood for timber,
native food export is the macadamia
we are interested in the nuts. We
nut, grown in tropical Queensland.
harvested our second crop last year.
It has become a successful export
We get two kilograms of nuts per
industry, and with sugar cane coming
tree after four years, and are planting
out of production in some areas, this
UWA graduate Aaron Edwards
up to 300 hectares. Allowing for
native crop is proving to be a popular
harvesting traffic and to increase rainfall available per tree, alternative with a ready market in Asia.
we plant at a low density of 300 trees per hectare.”
If you would like to know more about Aaron’s sandalwood
The nuts (that taste a bit like almonds) have a high oil crop, you can email him at earthfarm2000@hotmail.com or
content – around 60 per cent, most of which (55 per cent) keep an eye out for his website www.earthfarm.com.au

FREE
Australian Visa
Appraisals

Keith Cook BEd, MSc, Registered Migration Agent
Number 0108109 of A & M Australian Migration,
is offering this special service.

Visiting Malaysia, Singapore and the UK during the year.

Email: keith@a-maustralianmigration.com.au
Phone: (61 8) 9593 6307 Mobile: (61 0) 414 360 201
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Kate camins scholarship

Working with parents of
children at risk
UWA students benefit from many generous
scholarships that perpetuate the memory of
those who have made significant contributions
to society or to a particular field of research.
The late Kate Camins did both, and when she
died in 2003, her family were determined that
her achievements would be honoured by the
creation of a UWA scholarship in her name.
Kate Camins achieved extraordinary results in a difficult
area of social work – child protection and drug abuse. She
was responsible for the establishment of an innovative,
strengths-based programme which helps families escape the
destructive cycle of poverty and addictions that is so often
the cause of putting children in care. UWA’s School of Social
Work and Social Policy has established a Kate Camins
Scholarship in memory of an outstanding social worker who
was well-known for her commitment to the University’s
social work program.
Associate Professor Mike Clare, Head of the School of
Social Work and Social Policy – which celebrated its 40th
anniversary towards the end of last year – described Kate
Camins, a Manager at Wesley Hearth, as “a woman on a
mission”. In 2001 she was awarded a Churchill Fellowship
to further her research but tragically died not long after
returning to Perth and being diagnosed with cancer. Her
family was determined to honour the memory of the social
worker and mentor who had supervised many UWA students
over the years.
The inaugural winner of the scholarship is Kaye Shipley
who has just completed her Honours research, a secondary
analysis of the professional literature, discourse and policies
related to the area of child protection, focusing in particular
on professional perceptions of parents of children in care.
The results of Kaye’s research won her a First Class
Honours.
“What I looked at was the notion of partnership between
social workers and parents,” says Kaye. “The aim of
fostering such partnerships is documented as a policy aim,
and is endorsed in the professional discourse – but the reality
is that ‘partnership’ is seldom realised because it is difficult
to put into practice.
“Regardless of the circumstances, parents remain very
important to a child’s identity. In the field of social work we
have moved from overtly excluding parents from children in
care to accepting that we need to work with them and keep
them involved in decision-making processes that affect them
and their children.”
Kaye says that recognition of this need for an inclusive
partnership with parents emerged from British research in

Kaye Shipley with UWA graduates Emily and Kristy Camins
(daughter of Kate Camins).

the late 1980s. “This research underscored the fact that the
family of origin is very important for a child’s identity, even
though there are times when it is not possible for the family
to be together. The focus is therefore on bringing the parents
into the processes – but at present it is rather more rhetorical
than real.
“Working inclusively with parents is a challenging
objective. Welfare services are currently under great pressure
which makes it difficult to achieve what is a very challenging
and time-consuming task. However, I believe – as did Kate
Camins – that practitioners must be resourced to work in
this way because the long-term costs of failing to work with
parents is too high.”
Kaye is pleased that Anglicare WA is actively supporting
the development of support networks and advocacy for
parents of children in care. “In England there has been
a Family Rights Group since the 1970s,” says Kaye. “In
Western Australia we are only just looking at putting one
in place.”
The UWA researcher says that a consistent problem faced
by parents whose children are placed in care is that they don’t
fully understand the child protection process and they see it
as adversarial and confusing. Despite the good intentions
of practitioners, they frequently feel very much left out. In
the last five years child protection notifications have more
than doubled to nearly 220,000 Australia-wide and at June
2004 there were 21,795 children in care, representing an
increase of 56 per cent. This figure is likely to trend further
upwards as more families come to the attention of child
protection services. In 2004, there were 1,963 children in
care in Western Australia, 1,453 being wards and 540 being
non-wards.
In her role as a supervisor with the Department for
Community Development, Kaye supervises contact between
children in care and their parents. She also works with
Communicare’s Breathing Space, a therapeutic community
for men involved with domestic violence.
continued on page 25
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Rewriting
history
Ryota Nishino (photo: Dennis Sarson)

The selective ways in which Japanese textbooks present Japan’s history – particularly the invasion of
China and the colonisation of Korea prior to the Pacific War – has stirred debate and caused riots in
China last year. The controversy did not surprise a UWA PhD student who was born in Japan and is
currently researching the ‘rewriting’ of history in two very different societies – Japan and South Africa.
UWA PhD student Ryota Nishino grew up in Yokohama
City in Japan and has studied in South Africa, New Zealand
and Australia, but the constant thread binding these very
diverse nations has been his interest in politics and history.
When Ryota completed his schooling in Japan, he
was keen to venture beyond the shores of a homeland that
he considered to be bound by conservatism and stifling
traditions.
He studied history at South Africa’s Rhodes University,
choosing as his Honours thesis subject the student-led
school boycotts that marked the declining years of apartheid.
At the time, anti-apartheid student protestors resolutely
refused to attend township schools and prevented others
from doing so.
The boycott, spanning several years, was a tactic that
caused great divisions and, he discovered, still arouses
emotion. It pitted students against parents convinced that
study was the only way out of poverty, and against teachers
facing empty classrooms and lamenting the loss of education
for a generation of students.
Ryota’s oral history interviews revealed the frustration
of teachers who had felt that their profession was being
degraded. “Some are still very emotional about the school
boycotts, and I think they found my oral history interviews
quite therapeutic!” recalls the UWA student.

After completing his BA Honours in South Africa,
Ryota emigrated to New Zealand and obtained a Diploma
in Education from Christchurch College of Education. He
is now studying for a PhD at UWA, bringing together the
two threads of academic interest in a topic that gauges the
political impact of history textbooks used in both Japan and
South Africa from 1945 to 1995.
He sees interesting parallels. Both South Africa and
Japan have essentially controlled history textbooks for
political and economic purposes. Ryota cites as an example
the fact that within Japan most people know little about
the Ainu people of northern Japan. When the ancestors
of the current Emperor unified Japan under the imperial
family, the Ainu were dispossessed of land and suppressed
or assimilated as imperial Japan expanded into their
northern territory. During the Meiji period (1868-1912) the
remaining Ainu (classed as ‘former aboriginals’) suffered
official discrimination.
“Textbooks in Japan tended to present the impression
of a totally homogenous society rather than one made up
of the Ainu and groups such as the Burakumin who were
considered outcasts within the feudal caste structure,” says
the UWA student.“While most of the history textbooks
– especially those published from the 1980s onwards
– mention this discrimination and the brutal suppression
2
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of Ainu uprisings, I only really began to get an insight into
Japanese history when I left the country. Studying for this
PhD has been a revealing experience for me.
“Recently there has been some recognition of the way that
history is presented in Japan, and the Japanese Government
has also had a ‘wake-up’ call to become more aware of the
sensitivities of ethnic Chinese and Koreans forcibly brought
to Japan during colonial occupation. While there are some
signs that the country is becoming more inclusive, more
tolerant, the textbooks used in schools don’t reflect that as
yet, and the whole approach to learning remains one of rote
learning rather than finding out and questioning historical
sources.
“Similarly, in apartheid South Africa, textbooks give the
impression that the land was empty when the Dutch arrived,
and that Africans were ‘arriving’ in this part of the continent
at the same time as the Europeans.
“During the apartheid era there was rigorous screening
of textbooks – as still happens in Japan – and those that
sought to present an alternative interpretation of history did
not get approved.
“Sadly, although post-apartheid era text books have been
produced that revisit events like the Zulu Wars and the Great
Trek, some schools simply can’t afford them and continue to
work with the old ones.”
Ryota’s PhD research is co-supervised by Professor
Norman Etherington who holds the chair in History in
UWA’s School of Humanities and Dr Sachiko Sone, a
specialist in Japanese social history who teaches in UWA’s
Asian Studies Department in the School of Social and
Cultural Studies . Professor Etherington, a widely recognised
scholar in African history, is the author of The Great Treks,
the transformation of southern Africa 1815 – 1854 published
by Longmans.

Need Casual Staff?
Students are available for all types of
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Laboratory Work/Research
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Tutoring
Technical Drafting and Design

Vacancies may be lodged free

On line: www.studentservices.uwa.edu.au/employers
or by ( 6488 2258
Services are available to assist you develop a profile
on campus as well as recruit graduates and vacation
students for full-time work

Working with parents of children at risk
continued from page 23

Kaye reports that remarkably few studies have involved
parents. “There is a lot of rhetoric in the academic and
professional discourse about the concept of ‘partnership’,
but the voices of parents and social work practitioners on
the ground are not included – and both groups feel ‘unheard’
and powerless.”
Associate Professor Mike Clare said that Kaye’s research
is vital in a rapidly expanding area of social work. Reporting
another closely related area of concern, he notes: “In
Western Australia, we are now aware that there are more
grandparents looking after grandchildren than we have
foster carers looking after children in care.
“Kate Camins appreciated this and much of her work was
aimed at getting mothers off drugs so that they could parent
once again. This is a complex area that often involves mental
health issues, criminality and justice issues and drugs – and
sometime all three. It requires a lot more research – which is
one reason why we have established a Centre for Vulnerable
Children and Families at UWA.”
2
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Andrew Lodder

Ben Spagnolo

Graduates bound for Oxford
Three UWA graduates are heading to Oxford University having won prestigious
scholarships that enable them to pursue studies in law and literature.

Two close friends – who were Dux of Hale School in
consecutive years, studied Law at UWA and won coveted
scholarships – are off to Oxford later this year to advance
their studies in similar areas of law. Andrew Lodder and
Ben Spagnolo were members of UWA’s 2003 World and
Australian Champion Jessup Moot team and are both
currently working for the State Solicitor’s Office in Perth.
Andrew is the 2006 Rhodes Scholar for Western
Australia, while Ben has won a 2006 Sir Robert Menzies
Memorial Scholarship in Law.
We profiled Ben in the October 2004 issue of UNIVIEW,
when he collected a record eight academic prizes in the Law
School in a single year. In total, Ben graduated with some
seventeen prizes in Law and a further ten in Arts (Latin
and French). Ben is only the fourth Western Australian to
be awarded a Sir Robert Menzies Memorial Scholarship in
Law, since they were first awarded in 1982. His studies at
the University of Oxford will earn him the degrees of BCL
(Bachelor of Civil Law) and MPhil (Master of Philosophy).
“The BCL is the Oxford Law Faculty’s flagship taught
Master’s degree. It is renowned for its critical academic
depth and sophistication, as well as the attention it devotes
to policy and inter-disciplinary analysis of legal issues,” says
Ben. After completing the BCL, Ben will return to Australia
to take up a one-year appointment as Associate to one of the
Justices of the High Court of Australia. He will then resume
his studies at Oxford, reading for the MPhil. In this researchbased degree, Ben explains that he would like “to explore a
number of fundamental jurisprudential questions regarding
the nature of constitutions and the relationship between
public and private law.”
This articulate young graduate is already sharing his
passion for constitutional law by tutoring at UWA and
hopes, on his return, to combine the practice of law with
teaching and legal scholarship. Ben’s Honours thesis in the
area of constitutional law examined the relationship between
the Commonwealth and State Constitutions. His thesis was
supervised by Dr James Thomson, a Senior Lecturer in the
Law School.
While completing his UWA combined Law/Arts
degree last year, Andrew Lodder was already planning an
exhilarating start to 2006. Then came news that he would
become Western Australia’s Rhodes Scholar for 2006 – a

challenge he no doubt savoured while exploring the lofty
mountains of Patagonia in January, putting to good use
climbing and hiking skills honed while at UWA.
Later this year, Andrew will travel to Oxford to enrol in
a challenging course of study (Bachelor of Civil Law and
Doctor of Philosophy) at the forefront of the area of legal
theory in which he is particularly interested.
“The area of unjust enrichment and restitution has not
attracted sufficient attention in Australia and is a relatively
new field, emerging only in the last two decades,” says
Andrew. “It is a developing area of the law and we are
fortunate at UWA to have one of Australia’s foremost
experts in Professor James Edelman, an Adjunct Professor
in the School of Law who, as a Rhodes Scholar, also studied
at Oxford.”
Unjust enrichment and restitution, in essence, deal with
cases involving the acquisition of money, property or other
benefits which must be returned due to the presence of a
mistake or some other unjust factor.
“At present, the law needs to be understood with
far greater clarity,” says Andrew. “The hope is that as
more academic work is produced and as we gain a better
understanding of this area, a coherent framework will
emerge in which the law can be developed. I intend to focus
particularly on the place of property in the law.
“I find unjust enrichment to be interesting because
it has been driven almost entirely by academic work. It
is one of a few areas in law in which judges consistently
refer to academic writing – not simply to previous cases
– as authority. In many respects, the law is ‘trapped’ by
historical divisions in the cases and the private law lacks a
clear structure. That is why academic work is so important
in finding coherence in the law and, at present, the leading
academics in this area are teaching at Oxford.”
While passionately involved in human rights issues as
a member of Amnesty International, Andrew nevertheless
believes that he can be more usefully involved by helping to
shape his chosen area of the law.
“In the field of human rights, academic writing has
less direct impact because this is an area often determined
by party politics in Australia and international relations in
continued on page 32
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Postgraduate Research Travel Awards
Convocation, the UWA Graduates Association, annually funds awards – with the help of
donations from graduates and the wider community – that help UWA students to advance
their studies in a particular field. Rita Clarke finds research abroad brings back the future…
The UWAGA Postgraduate
through the lab door, pointed
Research Travel Awards
to me and my Indian colleague
ceremony was held last
and said, ‘you, and you – go
November in the splendid new
out and play in the snow.’ It
UWA Watersports Complex in
was wonderful! Oxford looked
Matilda Bay. Vice-Chancellor
so beautiful.”
Professor Alan Robson
Angie described studying
addressed the applicants, and
with a hard-working closeawards were presented by the
knit group which was keen to
Hon. Geoffrey Kennedy AO,
expose her to different aspects
Clinical Professor Alexander
of Oxford life – including the
Cohen AO, Ms Natalie Mast,
rowing.
President of the Postgraduate
“One night I stayed late
Students Association, and the
to get something finished and
Warden of Convocation Mr
at 8pm there were still half
Matthew Zilko. BankWest,
the students in the lab. It was
has supported the awards for
a hive of activity with people
many years.
programming like mad, and the
As guests and prizeprinter going – and someone
winners gathered on the
remarked that it was quiet for
verandah taking in the sweep
a Tuesday night. Their output
of Matilda Bay, it was easy
was amazing – some of the
to imagine the exciting
work they were doing you will
few months ahead for the
be using within the next five
successful applicants.
years.”
It was also not difficult,
Her colleagues also played
after reading about projects
hard. “I went to an Australia
Angeline Loh, 2004 PGRTA winner
on which the applicants were
Day bop. It was held on three
embarking, to imagine the
floors of a college, absolutely
“As the snow was falling, my supervisor burst
benefits that could derive from
packed with 400 people dancing
through the lab door, pointed to me and my
their research. Topics ranged
to Australian music from the
Indian colleague and said, ‘you, and you – go
over medical treatments,
80s. There were people waiting
engineering investigations,
to get in, in a line that went
out and play in the snow.’ It was wonderful!”
animal, plant and human
out the door. It was great to
biology,
anthropological
see Oxfordians joining in to
studies and computer and forensic sciences. Some 82
celebrate Australia Day, and a wonderful night.”
applicants vied for the awards, presenting difficulties for
And to cap it all, it turned out that the one last step in
the judges due to the high standard. Thirteen awards were
the project Angie pursued in Oxford not only completed her
made.
research but proved very useful in other aspects of artificial
No doubt those not selected at this ceremony may try
intelligence. Her research contributes to fields as diverse as
again – particularly after hearing 2004 Award Winner
optical character recognition (computers ‘reading’ printed
Angeline Loh describe her time researching computer
text), object recognition and autonomous robot navigation.
vision with world leading visual geometry experts at Oxford
Angie’s particular research field is studying the ability
University. Angie works in computer vision, where the
of computers to recognise the shape of an object from its
aim is to make computers “see and understand” the world
texture. “The aim is to make computers intelligent by getting
around them.
them to mimic the human visual system. I have been trying
What so delighted WA-born Angie, apart from the
to get them to see an object in 3D based on the surface
splendid research amenities and collegial atmosphere, was
pattern of the object.”
that whilst in Oxford snow fell on the city’s many hallowed
Angie will complete her PhD thesis, supervised by Dr
spires. “As the snow was falling, my supervisor burst
Peter Kovesi and Professor Robyn Owens, this year.
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Probably wishing they could take one of those intelligent
computers with them on their research trips, were two 2005
award winners, Khader Rammah and Joanne McEwan.
Khader is an Arab from Palestine, who was born in
Jerusalem (a city he loves) and lived mostly in Israel. The
youngest of five children, and the first to study abroad,
Khader says he would have liked to have pursued sport,
soccer in particular, but there was no opportunity for him
in the Middle East. “It was a difficult life – lots of check
points – in some ways it
makes you stronger, but
there are things you just
can’t do.”
Luckily he’s managed
to take up tennis and
play some soccer since
his arrival in Western
Australia.
Liking maths and
physics and “anything
to do with systems” as
well as having a father
who talked to him about
bridges and buildings,
he opted to study
engineering. A PhD
scholarship to the United
Khader Rammah, 2005 PGRTA winner
States didn’t work out
because of timing. “A
friend encouraged me to come here to UWA – he said it was
a nice place to study. I’m pleased I came – UWA has lots
of Academy visitors every year, and lots of big international
conferences.”
Khader (whose supervisors are Dr Mustafa Ismail
and Professor Martin Fahey from the School of Civil
Engineering) will travel to Portugal’s University of Porto
to perform in situ seismic tomography tests using the
university’s equipment. The in situ tests will be used to
verify the centrifuge tests he has been conducting using the
seismic tomography technique he developed during 2005.
This technique was developed to predict the settlement
behaviour of shallow foundations on sands.
“Because of costs and ease of construction, shallow
foundations are commonly used to support most of the
world’s structures. The beauty of the seismic tomography
technique at UWA is that it can be used to study a wide
range of geotechnical problems.” On his way back to WA,
Khader will present a paper at the International Conference
on Physical Modelling in Geotechnics in Hong Kong.
The third travel award winner, Scots-born Joanne
McEwan, added history to the mix of award-winning
research, with her exploration of living conditions of
lodgers in poor households during the 18th century.
“The situation must have been dynamic,” says Joanne.
“People had to share beds, let alone rooms, and sometimes
they occupied beds in shifts. The authority figure often
turned out to be the one who had the keys. There were
conflicts, disputes, and thefts as you can imagine.”
With UWA’s Dr Pamela Sharpe, Joanne is co-editor (and

possibly a contributing writer) of a book to be called Poor
Households in England c.1680-1830. The UWAGA travel
award will allow her to participate in an authors’ workshop
at Cambridge University, to present a chapter based on
her research work entitled A lodger in this house: Space,
Authority and Knowledge in the Relationships between
Lodgers and Household(er)s in Eighteenth-Century London.
She will also present a paper at a major historical conference
at Reading University.
Joanne’s thesis is
supervised by Dr Pam
Sharpe and Professor
Patricia Crawford. It
is being undertaken
with the support of the
Australian
Research
Council group ‘Beyond
the Family: Fragmented
Families and Household
Strategies in England’.
The group’s investigators
are Dr Susan Broomhall,
Dr Pam Sharpe, Professor
Philippa Maddern and
Dr Stephanie Tarbin.
Joanne’s
study
focuses on the rep
Joanne McEwan, 2005 PGRTA winner
and co-winner of the Matilda Award
resentation and inter
section of women, crime,
households and communities in eighteen-century London.
She has already spent more than four months in London
studying the Metropolitan Archives. “I’m approaching this
issue from court records. It’s fascinating wading through
the wealth of information. I didn’t expect the amount of
community involvement in these cases – people trying to
get the court proceedings put off, for instance. A magistrate
would take any report of theft to court, but people didn’t
have the time or money, or want to be called as material
witnesses.”
With 13 other postgraduates Joanne also won the
2005 UWAGA Matilda Award for Literature which she
accepted alongside Lesley O’Brien and Andrew Broertjes
for expanding Limina (the postgraduate journal started
in 1994) into an electronic journal. “Limina is already in
national libraries and university libraries. Now we call
for papers online, and get submissions from all over the
world.”
It is, she says, great experience for students in publishing
and editing. “Reading other people’s work, and learning the
process of how to publish an article is really valuable.” The
Limina website is http://limina.arts.uwa.edu.au)
Clearly these scholarships presented by Convocation,
the UWA Graduates Association, are much appreciated by
UWA students. They allow recipients to advance their fields
of research and to gain invaluable access to international
research amenities. If you would like to donate to a
Postgraduate Research Travel Award please contact Juanita
Perez-Scott on 61 8 6488 1336 or visit the website: www.
graduate.uwa.edu.au
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1955 and all that

Graduates came from far and wide to the 50th Reunion in Winthrop Hall

(l-r): Kate O’Brien, Julie Wager, Coral Wager and John Wager

(l-r): Brian Argyle, Liz Argyle and Frank Wheatley

Janet Holman and Margaret Bruns

Pat Bunny and David Fischer

Dr John Wager, FIEAust., CPEng., who, during his
40-year tenure at UWA, held the positions of Associate
Professor in Mechanical Engineering, Head of CAD/
CAM (Computer-Aided Design and Computer-AidedManufacturing) and Dean of the Faculty of Engineering,
gave a stimulating talk entitled Living by Degrees at
the 50th Reunion Luncheon in November last year. In
essence his humourous speech reflected on the privilege
of having studied at UWA in a time that boasted little
of the advances of the present, yet is remembered as
fulfilling most of the students’ desires.
Radiating bonhomie, John reflected his assertion that
he had “the double freedom of being able to go around
the world as an academic on study leave, learn what was
happening and then return to beautiful Perth and UWA
and bring it all back to my students.”
Many of those at the luncheon had also travelled far

for this occasion. David Brian Argyle (known as Brian)
arrived from his home in Virginia, USA. A BSc majoring
in Agriculture, he spent some of WW11 in Darkan as
a boy. After graduating from UWA, Brian worked for
the Commonwealth Bank and provided loans to farmers
during the land-clearing boom of the 60s. He joined the
World Bank in Washington in 1968 where he was the
bank’s agricultural credit adviser and chief of the division
responsible for agroindustry, fisheries and finance. “It
wasn’t your typical 9-5 job – it was very challenging.”
Retiring in 1988, Brian has a daughter and three
grandchildren living in Washington, a son and daughter
in Perth, and a son in China. Consequently he and his
wife Liz travel frequently, timing their visit to WA nicely
in order to be at the resplendent 50th Reunion. One aspect
he enjoys as a world traveller is, he says, “finding that
beer everywhere is good.”
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Donations to Awards

Waterpolo Athlete/Human Movement
student Amity Campbell,
winner of 2003 Sports Bursary.

Each year the UWA Graduates
Association presents a number of awards
to students for their extraordinary
achievements. These awards assist the
students financially. If you would like
to contribute to these awards, please
complete the form below.
Ballroom dancer / Architectural student
Emily Reilly, winner of the 2002
Matilda Award for Cultural Excellence,
with partner Richard Tonizzo.

Convocation, the UWA Graduates Association
Donations for excellence

All donations over $2 are tax deductable, provided they are made out as set out below
Postgraduate Research
Cheques payable to “Donation to UWA Graduates
Travel Awards			
$ ___________
Association”, or you may pay by credit card
Sports Bursary			
$ ___________
Bankcard p
Mastercard p
Visacard
Matilda Award			
$ ___________
Card No
Faculty Prizes			
$ ___________
You are invited to send your donation to the following REPLY PAID
address:

p

Expiry date ____________

REPLY PAID No 61050
Convocation, the UWA Graduates Association
The University of Western Australia
Crawley, WA 6009
Telephone +61 8 6488 3006 Facsimile +61 8 6488 1110

Name on Card_____________________________________________
Signature______________________________ Date_ ______________

THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
invites all graduates and other members of Convocation
to attend the

FIRST ORDINARY MEETING
of
Convocation, the UWA Graduates Association
which will be held on Friday 17 March 2006
at 6.30pm for 7.00pm start
in the Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery

The Guest Speaker will be Professor Peter Klinken
The Director of the Western Australian Institute for Medical Research (WAIMR)
If, at the time of the Ordinary Meeting, the number of valid nominations received for the vacant
positions on Council of Convocation is less than the number of vacancies, the Chair Person will
call for nominations for election to the remaining positions at the meeting.
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1930s
• Noel Shaw (née Henderson)(BA
1937) writes that she retired as
a psychologist 25 years ago. She
has explored many continents and
a lot of islands but Sydney is now
home. Noel writes that she enjoys
attending classes at the University
of the Third Age.

1940s

• Ronald Strahan AM (BSc(Hons)
1949; MSc 1950) writes that
his first job in 1937 was as
an office-boy at UWA. He rose
to become Laboratory Manager
of the University’s Chemistry
Department, before taking up
full-time studies. From 1944
to 1946, he served in the AIF
in a three-man entomological
research unit. He has taught in
four universities, was Taronga
Park Zoo Director and a former
senior research scientist with the
Australian Museum. Ron was
conferred with an honorary
doctorate in Science from the
University of New South Wales
in 1999. He received a Special
Award of the Royal Zoological
Society of New South Wales
for his outstanding contribution
to the literature of Australian
zoology.

1950s
• Richard Chase (BSc 1955) is now
spending as many weekends as
possible on his four hectares on
Galiano Island, BC. He has led a
couple of geological rambles along
the Cretaceous turbidites that crop
out on Montague Beach on the
island. The rest of his time is spent
in Vancouver.
• Lucien Koch (BSc 1955; MSc
1960) was Entomologist at the
WA Department of Agriculture
and Curator of Entomology/
Arachnology at the WA Museum.
Lucien completed a PhD at the
University of Reading, England.
He is currently a Visiting
Academic at Curtin University
of Technology and has assisted
UWA’s Department of Zoology
and Curtin with practical classes
and lecture courses in zoology. He
has been appointed Honorary Life
Member of the WA Royal Society
and has published numerous
scientific papers on arthropod
animals. He lives with his wife in
Salter Point, WA.

• Malcolm Macmillan (BSc 1951)
went to Deakin University School of
Psychology in 1994 after retiring from
Monash University. At 76, he is about
to retire from Deakin. He holds an
Honorary position in the School of
Behavioural Sciences at Melbourne
University and was President of the
International Society for the History of
Neurosciences in 2004-2005. His other
academic interest is in a historically based
critical appreciation of psychoanalysis.
His book, An Odd Kind of Fame: Stories
of Phineas Gage (MIT Press) has won
two major awards, and with his Freud
Evaluated: The Completed Arc (MIT
Press) he gained a Doctorate of Science
degree from Monash University. He has
been a Fellow of both the Australian and
American Psychological Societies for
some time, and has just been made a Life Member of the latter. He was elected
this year to a Fellowship of the Academy of Social Sciences in Australia.
• Adrian Egan (BSc(Agric) 1959; PhD
1965) is an Adjunct Professor in the
School of Animal Biology at UWA,
Emeritus Professor and Honorary
Professorial Research Fellow at
the University of Melbourne and
Distinguished Visiting Research
Fellow at Ohio State University.
Appointed to a Chair at the
University of Melbourne in 1982,
Adrian became Head of Department
of Animal Science. He served as
Dean of Agriculture and Forestry
(1990-93), Acting Dean of the School
of Graduate Studies (1996-97) and
then Associate Dean of Research and
Postgraduate Studies (1996-2002).
He is co-author of the widely-used
undergraduate text Agriculture in Australia. His research interests centre on
sustainable livestock production systems. In 1990, he was elected Fellow
of the Australian Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering and
Fellow of the Australian Institute of Agricultural Science and Technology;
and in 2003 was awarded a Centenary Medal for services to Environmental
Science.
microbial technology research. For
further information please look at
www.biotech.upm.edu.my

1960s
• James Dwyer (BA 1960) retired
in 1996. He previously was the
Librarian, National Library of
Australia, Canberra 1960-64;
Superintendent of Curriculum
(Library Services) South Australian
Education Department 1964-1988;
Executive Director, South Australian
Institute for Catholic Teacher
Education 1989-1995.
• Murray Franconi (LLB 1965)
writes that he has just moved to a
new home next to Jandabup Lake,
in Wanneroo. He is semi-retired and
enjoys playing tennis.
• Olga Chen (BA 1969) writes that
she enjoys the activities and the
ambience of the new University
Club. Former classmates can contact
her at kwan@graduate.uwa.edu.au.

1980s
• Bill De Steiger (MBA 1980) helped
establish the funds management
company, NavraInvest Limited,
three years ago. Bill and his wife
now live in Killara, NSW. For
further
information
www.
navrainvest.com.au.
• Jeanette Robertson (BSc 1981)
has been chosen as an Official for
Track and Field Events for the 2006
Melbourne Commonwealth Games.
She previously officiated in the
2000 Sydney Olympics.
• Deborah Whiting (BCom 1981)
runs two practices with a team
of 15 accountants and financial
planners. She has been in the top
10 Masterclass Financial Planners
in Australia over the last three
years. Deborah writes that she
really enjoyed her time at UWA
and boarding at St Thomas More
College.
• Michael Boyes (MEd 1985)
completed his PhD in 1999 at the
University of Otago, New Zealand.
He is now a senior lecturer in
Outdoor Education at the School
of Physical Education at the
University.
• Bill McConnell (BSc 1986; MSc
1989) worked for 17 years at Royal
Perth Hospital in the Department

1970s
• Michael Allenby (BSc 1975)
was
recently appointed Chief
Operating Officer of Natural Fuel
Limited, a developer of bio-diesel
manufacturing facilities in Australia
and overseas. The company is
presently building its first 130
million litre per year plant in
Darwin.
• Abu Bakar Salleh (BSc 1975) is
Dean, Faculty of Biotechnology
and Biomolecular Sciences at the
Universiti Putra Malaysia. He is
actively involved in enzyme and
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of Biochemistry before joining St
John of God Pathology in 2005.
• Alexandra Uitdenbogerd (BSc
1986; BE 1987) is a computer
lecturer at RMIT and has
recently self-published a book of
original rounds and catches for
two and eight voices. For further
information www.adhoc.com.
au/opus/sandrabogerd/roundbook/
php.
• Darren Birch (BPE 1989) writes
that he enrolled in Bible College
studies for two years before taking
a position in a local church as
Children’s and Youth Pastor. After
11 years in this position, he joined
Balcatta Senior High School in
2000 and helped to establish the
chaplaincy.
• Pauline Robinson (née Glasgow)
(BPsych 1989) now lives with her
husband in Port Hedland. She is
in private practice and also works
with schools in the Kimberley
region. Former classmates can
contact her at pauline.robinson@
optusnet.com.au.

1990s
• Diana Berinson (née Phang)
(BE(Hons) 1991; BA 1996;
DipEd 1997; MEd 2000) has been
teaching in Perth for the past nine
years. She has recently graduated
with a Master’s of Education
degree and lives in Wembley with
her husband and two dogs.
• Maria Agnew (née Kaufman)
(BA 1993) is married with three
daughters and runs ‘Limestone
Park Stud’, a horse property
located along Gingin brook.
• Malvina Ujang (BCom 1995;
BE(Hons) 1995) is presently
working as Distribution Planning
Engineer with Syarikat SESCO
Berhad, Kuching, Malaysia. She
is married with three children and
former classmates can contact her
at malvin@sesco.com.my.
• Saskia van der Lee (BA 1995)
moved to the Netherlands nine
years ago and has worked mainly
in administration, first in an
international actuator company
and now with a yoghurt company.
She writes that she is enjoying
exploring Europe and returns to
Perth at every opportunity. Former
classmates can contact her at ivo.
saskia@home.nl
• Rachel Boersma (née Plug)
(BA(Hons) 1997) lives in Hobart
with her husband and one-year-old
twins. She intends to be a full-time
mother until the children reach
school age, and then return to
study or part-time work.
• Ian Harrison (BEc 1998) works
for Macquarie Bank and previously
was with stockbroking firm Eyres
Reed Ltd. He is a member of the
UWA Rowing Club and North
Cottesloe Surf Lifesaving Club.
Ian writes that he participated in
the Rottnest Channel swim and the
City to Surf Fun Run, and is still
a bachelor who enjoys life to the
full.
• Alice McDonough (LLB 1999;
BCom 2000) completed her
Articles and Restricted Practice
years with Blakiston & Crabb, in
Perth. She then moved to Sydney
and for the past four years has been
working as a banking and finance
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counsel in the Group Treasury
and Institutional Bank division of
Westpac. Alice recently became
engaged and is now planning for
her Perth wedding in 2006.

• Scott Woodruff (DipEd 1998)
was married last August in
Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario,
Canada. The sun came out in time
for the ceremony and the couple
were surrounded by family and
friends – one of whom had a
special connection to the groom.
Iain Beaton (DipEd 1998) and
Scott met in Grade 11 and went
to UWA together. They have
known each other and shared
academic paths for 16 years.
Former classmates can contact
him at scott_woodruff@hotmail.
com.

2000s

•

•
•

•

Former classmates can contact her at
tina828@hotmail.com
Anne Palmer (BA(Hons) 2004) is
working at Taylor College teaching
the Taylors English Language
Program (TELP1). Anne writes that
she is looking forward to working at
UWA’s Claremont campus.
Navdeep Sunner (BCM 2004)
is a Project Manager in Business
Development at Australia Post.
Jeff Williams (BE(Hons) 2004;
BCom 2004) has spent the last five
years commuting between Perth
and Norway. He is now living in
Perth with his Norwegian partner
and their two children. Jeff is the
Network Manager for Global Dial
and former classmates can contact
him at jeffw@globaldial.com
Jan Anderson-Muir (PhD 2005)

was married last September in
Scotland and has returned to North
Queensland, where her husband
works on the family farm growing
tea crops and running beef cattle. Jan
works as a community development
officer at the local shire council.
• Amy Curnow (BSc(NRM) (Hons)
2005) spent last summer doing
contract work for Alcoa World
Alumina Australia Environmental
Department, then five months in
Europe. Former classmates can
contact her at Curnow_a83@
hotmail.com.
• Adeline Indrawan (BSc(Hons)
2005) is working as a research
assistant at Royal Perth Hospital.
She writes that she is grateful for
the decision to do her honour’s year
as this has enabled her to work at

Graduates bound for Oxford

the same lab as her supervisor and
to continue with a challenging yet
rewarding career.
• Nigel Jones (DipEd 2005) writes
that he has been working almost
full-time as a relief teacher at
Ocean Reef Senior High School.
He teaches everything from drama
to physical education.
• Sarah Kilgallan (BSc(Hons) 2005)
is a Customer Services Officer for
Elders Limited in Merridin, WA.
• Meagan Zieba (PhD 2005) has just
started a three-year secondment
working in the particle sizing
laboratory at the Analytical
Centre, in Sagvenay, Canada.
Meagan spent the last three
years at the Alcan International
Research and Development Group,
in Queensland.

Already at Oxford…

Another UWA graduate making his mark
at Oxford is James McNamara who
was offered places at both Oxford and
Cambridge when he graduated in 2004.

continued from page 26

organisations such as the United Nations. I feel I can make
a more constructive academic contribution to questions of
consistency and fairness in the private law, so that people
can have faith in the judicial system.”
As a law student, Andrew was a founding member of
the WA Legal Group of Amnesty International in 2001
and has been keenly involved ever since. “Law students
have skills that are useful in the human rights area and our
group was involved in some significant court interventions,
including a couple of High Court cases. As amicus curiae
(literally a friend of the court), we were involved in two
challenges, one of which was successful in preventing the
return to Bangladesh of a homosexual couple that feared
persecution in their homeland.”
Andrew’s Political Science Honours thesis centred on
exploring whether amnesty from prosecution – offered
during South Africa’s truth and reconciliation hearings
– is an effective conflict resolution tool or whether it
encourages further human rights violations.
The 2006 Rhodes Scholar paid particular tribute to
Professor Edelman, to his UWA supervisor, law lecturer
John Tarrant and to an inspirational Hale School teacher,
Julian Dowse (now at Camberwell Grammar School in
Victoria), who encouraged him to study law.

James is now a Clarendon Scholar working on a doctorate
in English Language and Literature. At UWA, he studied
poetry with Professor Chris Wortham through his BA and
Honours studies, and Victorian literature with Dr Brenda
Walker and Dr Kieran Dolin. His Honours thesis was on
Renaissance literature and for his doctorate he is looking
at Victorian and Modernist poets.
“At the moment I am rowing for my College and
enjoying introducing my fellow students to Australian beer
in my capacity as Social Secretary of Middle Common
Room at Mansfield College. It’s interesting to note that of
all the Australians I have met here, UWA has by far and
away the largest representation of Australian universities,”
says James.
“I hope also to get involved in the Oxford dramatic
scene next year. After Oxford I’d like to practice law as a
barrister in London for a couple of years, but, having spent
many, many of my UWA hours in the Dolphin Theatre in
University Dramatic society plays, I intend to move into the
writing and production side of film and TV.”
Clearly, a graduate who has his road to a bright future
all mapped out! We wish all our graduates at Oxford well.
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• James Dods (BSc(Hons) 2002) is a
graduate student at the University
of Cambridge in Corpus Christi
College and is undertaking PhD
studies in stem cells in nervous
system development. His studies
have been funded by a Wellcome
Prize Studentship.
• Robyn Hartley (BA 2002) is
working as a solicitor in the area
of industrial relations for the WA
State Solicitors Office.
• Steven Naoum (BDSc 2002) is
working full-time with the WA
Government Health Service and he
writes that this is both a stimulating
and purposeful occupation.
• Ivan Ling (MB BS 2003) is
Resident Medical Officer (Year 3)
at Sir Charles Gardiner Hospital
and is undergoing basic physician
training.
• Desirée Pavey (BA 2003; LLB
2003) has been working in
commercial litigation at Solomon
Brothers for the past two years.
She had previously worked as
Professional Assistant to Robert
Cock, QC, 2001-2002, and in 2003
was the Research Assistant to
Chief Justice David Malcolm.
• Augustina Potan (BCom 2003)
worked for nearly three years
in Sydney and now moved to
Singapore, where she is busy
planning for her upcoming wedding.

